Bad Magic is an unholy
musical invitation to feel your
way through the darkness and
get you dancing with your
shadow. Drawing inspiration
from the same ancient and
primal forces that drive rock n
roll, r&b, heavy metal and the
blues - the Vancouver, BC
based 4-piece have found a
unique and powerful sonic
vibration to tap into. They
wear their tricks on their
sleeve and aim to please
based on the simple fact there
is magic in the moment and it’s up to all of us to capture it. With an arsenal of thoughtfully
crafted, high energy songs and thought-provoking lyrical content there is something for everyone
to move to and be moved by. The rhythmic undertones of thick, muddy grooves are possessed by
a pounding and dynamic drummer, allowing the vocals to traverse between the carnal and the
ethereal with a commanding authority. Soaring lead guitars bring context to manic rhythmic
climaxes orchestrated by an enigmatic front man with some demons to work through.
..............
Bad Magic formed at the tail end of 2018 when Eric Novak was faced with the ultimatum to keep
working on a career as an engineer or dive face first into the music he’d been developing for a
decade. A fateful encounter at a jam night hosted by a mutual friend brought drummer, and Toronto
native, Marco Cortese into the picture and after a single jam and a couple good left-handed
conversations they both decided to move to Vancouver and start focusing on music full time
together. Novak enlisted the help of long-time friend, local legend and bassist Clark Buchanan
(aka Sergeant Funk) to colour the rhythm section and guitar virtuoso, Dylan Lammie (The Golden
Lamm) to round out the sound and thus the potent elixir was complete.
The band has completed recording on their debut EP and have independently released their first
single Miss Ramona to great success. The album is set to be released early 2020 along with an
extensive touring schedule to promote the release.

“Bad Magic puts on a killer show, full of energy, they bear their whole soul on stage” – Wetfoot Music Festival

Facebook @badmagicmusic
Instagram @badmagicmusic
Contact badmagicmusic@gmail.com

